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Abstract—A phonetically-and-prosodically rich sentence set is
so important in collecting a read-speech corpus for developing
phoneme-based speech recognition. The sentence set is usually
searched from a huge text corpus of million sentences using the
optimization methods. One of the commonly used optimization
methods for this case is a Least-to-Most Greedy (LTMG) algo-
rithm. It is effective in minimizing the number of phoneme-units.
Unfortunately, it does not distribute their frequencies. In this
paper, a new method called Partial LTMG algorithm (PLTMG)
is proposed to search an optimum set containing triphones
and prosodies those are distributed in a near-uniform fashion.
Testing on an Indonesian text corpus of ten million sentences
crawled from some websites of newspapers and novels shows
that the proposed method is not only capable of minimizing both
phoneme-units and prosodies but also effective in distributing
their frequencies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Before 2014, an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) or
Computer Speech Recognition generally has three components,
i.e. acoustic model, pronunciation or word lexical model,
and language model. Most ASR systems use the statistical
approaches with supervised learning. The Hidden Markov
Model is a commonly used method to train both acoustic and
language models.

In 2014, many researchers start to develop an End-to-End
Automatic Speech Recognition (E2EASR), which trains those
three components of ASR in a single model [1], [2], [3],
and [4]. The E2EASR does not need both pronunciation and
language models commonly used in the previous conventional
ASR. Hence, it can be embedded into a microdevice since it
does not consume a high memory.

The first effort to build an E2EASR system is conducted by
some researchers in 2014 using a classification-based approach
called Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) (Graves
2014). This system consists of a layer of CTC and a Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN), which is abbreviated CTC-RNN.
This system learns two components of ASR, pronunciation
and acoustic models. However, this system gives many spelling
mistakes so that it needs an external language model separately.
In [2], some researchers at Baidu Research build the Deep
Speech 2, an E2EASR that is successfully applied to English
and Mandarin in 2015.

In 2016, some researchers from CMU, Google Brain, and
University of Montreal propose an attention-based ASR model.
The model is called ”Listen, Attend, and Spell” (LAS) [5],
[6], and [7]. Unlike the CTC-based ASR, this LAS model
is capable of learning all ASR components (acoustic models,
pronunciation models, and language models) simultaneously.
Hence, this LAS is the first fully E2EASR model with no
external language model. In [8], the researchers consider that
the LAS system is a more successful model than the CTC-
based systems.

In 2017, the researchers from CMU, MIT, and Google
Brain develop Latent Sequence Decompositions (LSD) that
directly outputs the sub-word units, which are not only wider
but also more natural than characters [9]. In early 2018,
the researchers from Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,
USA, develop a new architecture called multi-modal data
augmentation network (MMDA) that supports multi-modal
inputs (acoustic and symbolic). The MMDA seeks to avoid
the use of external language models with a much smaller
combined text corpus and speech corpus to train the E2EASR
[10]. Hence, a well-designed speech corpus is very important
to train a high-performance E2EASR.

Many methods have been proposed to design a speech
corpus, such as described in [11], [12], [13], [14]. The methods
generally use a sub-word unit called triphone, i.e. a sequence
of three contextual phonemes. A triphone is commonly written
using a format L-X+R, where X is a target, L and R are a
prefix and a postfix of the target respectively. Three samples
of converting different types of sentences in Bahasa Indonesia
(declarative, interrogative, and imperative/exclamatory) into
cross-word triphone forms are listed in Table I: ”Aku pergi.”
(”I go.”) pronounced as /ku p@rgi./, ”Apa kabar?” (”How are
you?”) pronounced as /p kbr?/, and ”Ambil itu!” (”Take it!”)
pronounced as /mbi itu!/, where /sil/ is a silence. All Indone-
sian phonetic symbols described in [15], which are based on
the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), are adopted in this
paper.

TABLE I. CONVERSION OF THREE TYPES OF SENTENCES INTO
TRIPHONE FORMS, WHERE /SIL/ IS A SILENCE

Sentences Triphone Forms
Aku pergi. sil-+k -k+u k-u+p u-p+@ p-@+r e-r+g r-g+i g-i+. i-.+sil
Apa kabar? sil-+p -p+ p-+k -k+ k-+b -b+ b-+r -r+? r-?+sil
Ambil itu! sil-+m -m+b m-b+i b-i+ i-+i -i+t i-t+u t-u+! u-!+sil

Developing a read-speech corpus needs a well-designed
text of transcription to be read by hundreds or even thousands
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of varying speakers based on their ages, accents, dialects, and
genders [14], [16], [17]. The text of transcription is commonly
a minimum phonetically-and-prosodically rich sentence set
searched from a huge text corpus. Why prosody? The prosody
affects how a speech sentence is being interpreted [18], [13].
For example, two sentences ”This is mine.” and ”This is
mine?” have different prosodies (intonations) and consequently
have different interpretations.

One of the effective optimization methods to find an
optimum set is a Modified LTMG (MLTMG) that is pro-
posed in [19]. Unfortunately, this algorithm just minimizes the
phoneme-units but does not care to balance their frequencies.
Hence, in this paper, a new method called Partial LTM Greedy
algorithm (PLTMG) is proposed to search a phonetically-and-
prosodically rich sentence set with balanced frequencies from
an Indonesian text corpus.

II. RELATED WORK

A speech corpus can be generally developed using either a
phonetically-balanced or a phonetically-rich text corpus [20].
A phonetically-balanced corpus is a sentence set that follows
Zipfian’s law, where each triphone is represented proportion-
ally to its frequency. This corpus is not good enough to
build an ASR, a speech synthesizer, or a pronunciation quality
assessment. In contrast, a phonetically-rich text corpus that is
a uniform triphone representation gives more accurate results
for those tasks. It has a high variety of triphones in a sentence
that uniformly distributed regardless their appearances in a
language.

Many optimization methods have been proposed to develop
a phonetically-rich text corpus. They are commonly based on
either a greedy approach, such as described in [21] and [22],
or an evolutionary computation as described in [23]. However,
the greedy-based approach is more widely used in practice
since it provides a much faster processing time as well as a
higher scalability.

In [21], the researchers show that an LTMG is capable of
extracting smaller sentence sets and fewer computation costs
than the other standard greedy algorithms. But, this algorithm
has two problems. Firstly, it just selects a to-be-covered unit
randomly when there are some units have the same frequen-
cies. Secondly, it may produce redundant sentences as the
covering score is computed based on a set of to-be-covered
units updated by the previous selection. In [19], the researcher
proposes an MLTMG to solve both problems by 1) collecting
all sentences those contain the same frequencies to-be-covered
units into a subset, then select the best one from it and 2)
evaluating each sentence in the extracted minimum-so-far set
to check its redundancy.

Unfortunately, the MLTMG also has two drawbacks. When
some sentences containing a to-be-covered unit with the same
scores, it cannot choose the best one. When some sentences
have the same scores but different to-be-covered units or
frequencies, it just randomly selects a sentence without other
calculation nor consideration. The MLTMG extracts a optimum
set by sequentially selecting the best sentences in a greedy way
based on a ratio-based scoring formula. Besides, as explained
in [19], it is just evaluated using a relatively small motherset
of 500 k sentences without considering any prosody. Hence,

in this research, the MLTMG is improved by proposing some
new procedures to handle a much bigger motherset of 10 M
sentences with considering the prosodies.

III. PROPOSED PARTIAL LTM GREEDY

Here, the MLTMG is improved by taking into account the
number of to-be-covered triphones as well as their frequencies
before selecting a sentence so that this method is called a
PLTMG. This new method is simply implemented by replacing
the step 5 in the MLTMG in [19] with four new steps to
become:

1) Let A be a mother sentence set, B be an empty set,
and U be a list of all to-be-covered unique triphone
tokens sorted by their frequency in ascending order;

2) Select all infrequent triphones (those have the least
frequency) from U and then store them in a subset
Usub;

3) Select all sentences from A those contain at least one
triphone in Usub and put them in a subset Asub;

4) For each sentence in Asub calculate its score using a
formula in Eq. (1)

Si =
Vi

Ti
, (1)

where Vi and Ti are the number of to-be-covered
triphones and the total triphone tokens in the ith
sentence respectively;

5) Sort the scores of sentences in ascending order;
6) Define P , a small number between 0 and 1, that states

a percentage of sentence scores selected to compete;
7) Take the top P percent of sentences having scores

bigger than (1 − P ) × thebestscore and then store
them in a subset C;

8) From C select a sentence with the highest score. If
there are two or more sentences with the same highest
scores then select one containing the most to-be-
covered triphones. If there are two or more sentences
having the most to-be-covered triphones then choose
a sentence containing the least frequent triphones in
B. Delete all triphones appear in the selected sentence
from both U and Usub. Remove all sentences from
C.

9) Do step 3 to 8 until Usub is empty;
10) Do step 2 to 9 until U is empty.

Step 8 in the proposed PLTMG can be easily explained
using two illustrations in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The Fig. 1
illustrates a case where there are three sentences with the same
highest scores of 1.00, i.e. the sentence index of 7995, 577, and
10000000. Since the 10000000th sentence has the maximum
number of to-be-covered triphones of 40 and B is initially
empty, the sentence is selected as the best one.

Meanwhile, Fig. 2 illustrates a case where there are two
sentences with the same highest scores of 1.00 as well as the
highest number of to-be-covered triphones of 27. In this case,
let the 7995th sentence contains ”Pergi jauh dariku, katanya.”
(Go away from me, he said) and the 577th sentence consists
of ”Kami mendapatkan ijazahnya!” (We get the certificate!).
Since B contains a sentence ”Sudah lama ia tidak pergi ke
rumah mertua di desa.” (For a long time he does not go to
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Fig. 1. PLTMG for a case where there are two or more sentences with the same highest scores but there is only one sentence has the highest number of
to-be-covered triphones
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10000000 Sudah lama ia tidak pergi ke rumah mertua di desa.

Fig. 2. PLTMG for a case where there are two or more sentences with the same highest scores as well as highest number of to-be-covered triphones

the home of his father in law at the village.) with a word
”pergi”, then the 7995th sentence is not selected. Instead, the
PLTMG chooses the 577th sentence as it has the least frequent
triphones covered in B.

Using those steps, the PLTMG should produce a sentence
set containing slightly more to-be-covered triphones but lower
frequencies than the MLTMG. Besides, this algorithm is also
expected to be capable of avoiding some sentences with the
same scores in a competition so that the random selection used
in the MLTMG can be removed.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The text corpus used here is a set of 10 M sentences that
is collected by crawling some Indonesian websites of news
and novels as describes in [24]. The corpus covers three types
of sentence: declarative (ended by ”.”), interrogative (ended
by ”?”), and imperative/exclamatory (ended by ”!”). Based
on the corpus, a phonemic dictionary of 128,779 words is
generated by an automatic Indonesian G2P system described
in [15]. Phonetizing each sentence in the mother set using the
dictionary, and then converting the phonemic sequences into
triphones, produce 289,096,873 triphone tokens and 18,909
unique triphones as listed in Table II. It means the ratio of
unique triphone and the tokens is very low, only 0.000065.

Some experiments are performed using a personal com-
puter of an i7 processor and 4 GB RAM to get the runtime

TABLE II. STATISTICS OF THE MOTHER SENTENCE SET

Total number of sentences appear 10,000,643
Number of declarative sentences 9,938,093
Number of interrogative sentences 50,314
Number of imperative/exclamatory sentences 12,236
Total number of words appear 47,590,317
Number of distinct words 128,779
Number of triphone tokens 289,096,873
Number of unique triphones 18,909
Average number of triphones per sentence 28.91

of 5 hours per experiment. In the PLTMG, the variable P
functions to select some sentences to compete. For example,
if the best to-be-covered unit score on the iteration is 1 and
P = 0.05 then the minimum score to compete will be 0.95.
The PLTMG is tested using P = 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 to see its
behavior in extracting the mother set.

The experimental results in Table III proves that the pro-
posed PLTMG is effective to decrease the standard deviation of
triphone frequencies, where the standard deviation decreases
by around 0.34 on each specified P . However, the number
of triphones are higher than those produced by the Modified
LTM Greedy. The PLTMG with P = 0.20 produces much
more triphone tokens (up to 170,108) than the MLTMG. The
PLTMG with P = 0.10 reaches an optimum sentence set. It
produces a lower standard deviation than the PLTMG with P =
0.05 and fewer triphone tokens than the PLTMG with P = 0.20.
In addition, the triphone frequencies on the PLTMG decrease
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TABLE III. STATISTICS OF THE OPTIMUM SENTENCE SETS EXTRACTED BY MLTMG AND PLTMG ALGORITHMS

Algorithm #triphones #sentences Avg. triph. freq. Std. triph. freq.
MLTMG 165,673 7,334 8.76 30.42
PLTMG, P = 0.05 166,527 7,286 8.80 30.08
PLTMG, P = 0.10 167,604 7,263 8.86 29.74
PLTMG, P = 0.20 170,108 7,206 8.99 29.39
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Fig. 3. The first thirty most-frequent triphones

as illustrated in Fig. 3. It shows that there are differences in
frequencies at the beginning of the largest triphones since the
PLTMG takes into account the number of triphone frequencies
in a sentence to find the lowest frequency in the sentence.

V. CONCLUSION

The proposed PLTMG is effective to produce a sentence
set that contains more uniformly distributed triphones than
the previous MLTMG. The value of P affects the number of
triphones as well as their standard deviations. The greater P
the lower standard deviation. Unfortunately, the bigger P the
more triphones selected. However, the PLTMG enables a user
to make any adjustment to get the optimum extracted sentence
set. In the future, the user can also apply the PLTMG to a much
bigger motherset of hundreds of millions or even billions of
sentences to get much more unique triphones.
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